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Welcome
This newsletter contains:

Welcome from John and Val

I Am Hope by Meghan Elise Bell

Lockdown paintings by Jean Gledhill

Book Reviews

Other News

Hello Everyone

The usual start to Christmas newsletters is something along the
lines of ‘another Christmas already….’ followed by things we did
during the last year and planning for the year ahead. This time last
year who knew what a year we would have travelled through (and
how much even our vocabulary would have changed)? Who knew
what Zoom even was before all this?

A friend said that she felt that they had learned what was important.
I think that is true for us too. Although we have lost many things -
a question we are asking is what have we gained that we want to
keep?



This being the last newsletter for 2020 it would normally contain
dates and events for 2021. Due to the present situation and still
some uncertainty over next year, we will leave that to a later date.
Brunch will definitely be re-estalblished at the earilest possible
opportunity!!

This seems an appropriate place to put a poem by Meghan on
Hope.
There is a link to the beautiful film which goes with the poem on
Lincioln City Prayer Facebook page.





Lockdown paintings by Jean Gledhill



This is often the time of year when newspapers and magazines
offer book reviews from this year. So we thought it would be good
to include some we felt would be of interest.

Biblical Foundations of Prophetic Art -
Finding keys in scripture by Jörn Lange

As stated by Jonathan Voge (YWAM -
Cyprus) “Jörn lays a Biblical
foundation of what prophetic art is
throughout the Bible”. Indeed this is
probably the most comprehensive
book written to date on this subject. It
is not a quick read, as in many ways it
is more like a text book, delving into
the original Hebrew and Greek words
that describe various art forms in the
Bible.

The book splits in some ways into
three sections. The first five chapters
look at prophecy and art in broad
terms as mentioned in the Bible.
Chapters 6 to 12 look at various forms of artistic expression, e.g.
dance, painting, textiles, performance, etc. The final part of the
book is a number of appendices which are extremely detailed,
including more than 1200 scriptural references. It becomes clear
the Bible is full of references to art and prophecy.

I found the section on dance to be extremely good. Having read
the first 5 chapters, you could just read the section which is your
particular artistic expression. Although there is so much in the
whole book. This book will give you a good foundation for why
prophetic art is a key the church has been missing for a long time.
I consider it is a book I am likely to go back to and use as a
reference many times. John

Book Reviews



The Glass Country by Meghan Elise Bell

The note on the back cover
says:
"The Glass country is a
fairytale. It is written for
children, but it may be enjoyed
by anyone who is wise enough
to read children's books".
It is available from Amazon.

Meghan was also on a podcast recently - "I loved this opportunity
to talk about some of my favourite things with Modern Miss
Mason: fairytales, poetry, faith and words"



Seven Sacred Spaces by George Lings

‘Too often people’s understanding of and
engagement with ‘church’ is reduced to
corporate worship, when it is so much
more.’
This statement is written on the back of
George Lings’ book.

In a season when we have had no ‘usual’
corporate worship this book makes for
interesting and challenging reading.

‘What is church?’
This is a question I have been asking for a
while now!

George Lings refers to the ‘inherited church’. Is the church we ‘go
to’ fit for purpose? How do we introduce our neighbours to Jesus?
Current prophetic words speak of God doing a new thing – is it
possible to re-imagine ‘church’? And perhaps more thought
provoking still – do the monastic traditions have something to say to
us about what church should look like?
Regardless of your church background, reading this book will
encourage you to think through your own spiritual life (including time
alone with God) and also how the different aspects of being a
‘follower of Jesus’ (e.g. hospitality, community life, learning) fit
together.

By the end of the book you may not have agreed with everything the
author says, but you will have been on a worthwhile journey.
Val

P.S. there is an interesting discussion with George Lings on the
Fresh Expressions YouTube channel.



Other News

If you have not seen this already on the YouTube channel
"Arrows and Pearls" their is an interesting discussion between
Sarah Belcher and four members of Bara House Artists (Kathy,
Mary, Ann and Sarah). It is entitled "A conversation with
Creatives". They are talking about how they have illustrated
Sarah's prophetic words.
Also on the channel are more of Sarah's prophetic words,
including a word for Christmas 2020.

For those of you who like to explore podcasts you might find the
talks on Mystics and Makers of interest.

Congulations to Angie for completing her sponspored cycle
ride in October for Acts Trust.



Finally in the New Year we are planning some podcasts and
videos. Further details in the February Newsletter. (Most of the
equipment has now arrived - we just need to work out how to use
it!)

New website:
The new website for Bara' House Artists is now up and running. It is at
www.barahouseartists.co.uk. Thanks to those who have already sent their
work for the web site. For example you can see more work by Cliff and
others there.
If anyone else would like their work displayed on this new site then please
can you send:
A photo of yourself
A brief profile of who you are and what you create.
Some photos of your work. The better the quality the easier to put on the
web site.
Remember it is free to members.
Any questions please feel free to contact us.

The next newsletter will be in February 2021. Please feel free to let us
have any items for inclusion. These would need to be with us by mid
January 2021. If you have any questions or comments please contact
us or the artist directly.

Happy Christmas to you all in whatever version it takes this
year!

Love and Blessings

John and Val


